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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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my favourite part are the invisible walls in the first mission that won't let me experience the rest of this perfect game because
the developers know we're not ready for it. Galaxy Squad is a really fun game in the mould of FTL and X-Com, that keeps
getting better with a very active developer releasing regular good updates. While it's not finished yet theres already a lot of
content and it's well worth it's low price.. 10\/10, price is a bit high but its a low budget HeatSignature (the game Tom Francis is
working on, i recommend you check it out as well)

anyway, like SPAZ (NUMBER 1, NOT 2, ugh 2 is ... not my bag, Really weird SPAZ 2 that is.) it offers frree space
exploration, and choice to do what you would like in a free roam environment.

Pros:
1. GTA 2 like gameplay in the dark future
2. Space exploration
3. free roam narrative (although lacking)

Cons:
1. barely any story
2. price....9.99? for this? cmon. (that seems to be a bad trend among indie developers, but I'm sure Valve recommended the
price.. surely)
3. not enough tutorial, not enough guidance, and there really needs to be a better sector map in these kinds of games.

10\/10 because we dont have enough games like it, wish SPAZ 1 would have more games.

EDIT: games is still good. but man does it still need love. The concept is solid as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. We really need
more games like this. I swear Im addicted to SPAZ 1 type games.....
if you like this game check out games like CRYPTARK, Space Pirates and Zombies.. basic but the achievments are easy so it
gets a thumbs up from me. A Map Editor is a very nice addition to a game such as this one. The editor is very easy to understand
making it usable by almost everyone, which also means that there will surely be a lot of maps to come. Though the editor lacks
in customization, I would really love to see a way to customize planets to change their looks instead of being forced to change
the type of planet for it to look as you want.

I can only recommend this if you are eager to make or edit maps, since it really lacks in certain things to make greater detail on
your maps. I'll leave it to you.. I bought the game yesterday... During the Training I had no probs, but then i started carrer . there
the training was fine,too. but my first match i started was in slow motion...i guess it has smth to do with gamepad input probs
because the sequences between the point ran in normal speed...they have to fix it quick, otherwise i want my money back, cause
its not playable in this state. A simple puzzle game which gets complicated quick. Simple designe and cute, with a variety of
options. But yeah, real cute, and a good way to kill time without getting to stressed out over head shots and kill scores. You even
get the option to cop out and leave up to half the kids for dead! Go you!
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Quick way to get all the achievements and at the same time having fun doing so.. \u5168\u5c4f\u6709BUG\u5e0c\u671b\u53ef\
u4ee5\u4fee\u590d\u4e00\u4e0b\u3002\u7a97\u53e3\u4e0b\u73a9\u7684\u8bdd\uff0c\u4eba\u7269\u592a\u5c0f\u4e86\uff0c
\u770b\u7684\u5f88\u86cb\u75bc\u3002. Edit- Still fun but the same things are still in need of attention, unfortunately I can no
longer recommend this game until they are fixed:

Can't progress beyond the mission 'Unknown Order'. It never loads
Solo time limit is anti-casual and a really bad idea imo, especially with card abilities being so common and card-art to enjoy
UI is shaky and still has basic errors with confusing words/spellings e.g. barracs
No proper tips or guides for making a deck. Lots of cool cards but it's all a bit unorganised
A general but severe lack of explanation, clear mechanics and cohesion

The game is still cool and I was initially very intruiged but, since I can't progress and things haven't moved along yet, can't say
it's anywhere near worth the money.. This is a slider-puzzle game. There are ten stages at each level: easy (3 * 3), normal (4 * 4),
and hard (5 * 5). As for the pictures, they are of anime-style girls. No real skin is shown... at least without the DLC. Thing is,
the picture is the same for all three levels. The DLC levels are topless on easy, bottomless on normal, and without (most)
clothing on hard.

Only because the price is so cheap is it... close to worth it.. 9p? Who wouldn't?. Takes forever to load, doesn't remember your
language and won't skip the story no matter how many times you've seen it. It's way to hard on the first level that I think I just
wasted ten bucks.. A very nice game. Great concept but it has an "I do not know what is missing". I really like the destructible
enviroments, nice weapons, but the explosion somties do not work very well. Too bad almost anyone is playing it. I would love a
full game of 64 players to see how is ti like.

8.2/10. I like this game, the story is great and unique! I like the outfits too. I would recommend this game, it's fun, challenging
and has a good story. Game is fun, quick, multi-player, and cheap! BUY IT NOW! xD
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